For valet parking at the JW Marriott Marquis from all points on I-95:

- Take exit 2A toward Biscayne Boulevard and stay in the middle lane, follow the directional sign to SE 2nd Avenue/Biscayne Blvd
- Turn right at the light/onto SE 2nd Avenue in front of the Wells Fargo Center, and stay in the far left lane once you have made the turn
- Follow the curve turning left on to Biscayne Boulevard Way (directional sign indicates SE 3rd Avenue/Downtown)
- Valet entrance to the JW Marriott Marquis will be on your immediate left. Validation available.

For self-parking at Whole Foods from all points on I-95:

- Take exit 2A toward Biscayne Boulevard and stay on SE 3rd Street, and make a left turn on SE 3rd Avenue
- Make another left inside the Whole Foods parking lot for self-parking
2023 WINTER WONDERFUL Patron Self Parking
Instructions for the Whole Foods (Met 3) Parking Lot
(The Whole Foods and Met 3 Parking Lot are the Same Parking Lot)

STEP ONE: DOWNLOAD THE PREMIUM PARKING APP

STEP TWO: ENTER THE PARKING LOCATION P2550 AND PRESS PARK HERE
STEP 3: CHOOSE YOUR SPACE TYPE

Choose Your Space Type

- **Regular Space**: Any space without signs
- **Charging Space**: Spaces for electric vehicles to charge while parked
- **Star Space**: Prime spaces designated with a separate sign and star icon on the ground

STEP 4: SELECT **5 HOURS** *The event will run from 5:30pm-9:30pm the extra hour will account for any time run over.*

Rates Structure

- 30 Min - Quick Park Rate: $5.00
- 1 Hour: $10.00
- 2 Hours: $15.00
- 3 Hours: $20.00
- 4 Hours: $25.00
- 5 Hours: $30.00
- 10 Hours: $35.00
STEP 5: ENTER YOUR EMAIL OR MOBILE NUMBER

STEP 6: ENTER YOUR VEHICLE DATA AND PRESS CONTINUE
STEP 7: SELECT APPLY PROMO CODE AND TYPE “FROST”

*Parking total will reduce to $15 once code is applied
STEP 8: ADD PAYMENT INFORMATION AND SELECT DONE TO COMPLETE TRANSACTION

STEP 9: YOU WILL SEE A CONFIRMATION SCREEN AND YOU ARE ALL SET